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Risk Assessment
Risk is inherent in life. While inevitable, not all risks are necessary, and, not all risks have the
same potential for harm or the same likeliness of occurrence.
Not all risk is bad. Through calculated risks and developed safety nets, we challenge ourselves,
practice our training, and stretch our capacities – we grow.
Organizations are responsible for creating safe, nurturing spaces for program participants,
volunteers, and employees. They must mitigate catastrophic risks and balance competing risks,
while having programing that allows participants to grow and employees and volunteers to do
their job and achieve program goals.
Risk assessments assist organizations in identifying risks and potential threats in order to nullify
and mitigate potential harm. While all risk will never be eliminated, forethought, planning,
education, and awareness are “Controls” which will create safer environments and allow
organizations and people to react quickly to contain active threats and disable harmful
situations. By identifying specific risks, organizations can implement relevant controls to
address these risks. “Forewarned is forearmed.”

There are many ways to analyze and visualize risk. Start with a basic assessment of risk to
prepare for threats and manage risk.
The Part 1 presents terminology and ways to visualize risks and threats. Part 2 contains two
basic worksheets which suggest likely threats and provide space to rate them in terms of
probability and impact. Use these worksheets as a guide to draft a Security Plan and Child
Protection Safeguarding Policy in Part 3.




What Threats are there to my organization, people and assets? (Part 2)
What Vulnerabilities can be exploited by these Threats? (Part 2)
What Controls can be implemented to mitigate these Threats? (Part 3)
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Part 1: Background on Risk
Terminology & Visuals
Asset – Tangible and intangible things such as people, property, and information that have
value to the organization.
Ex‐ staff, participants, buildings, computers, information, equipment
Vulnerability – Weakness or flaws in a system that can be exploited by a threat. Critical
vulnerabilities are flaws with already devised methods of exploitation. For instance,
known security holes in a financial software package for which an easily available virus
exists to exploit this known flaw.
Ex‐ location, unlocked doors, out‐of‐date anti‐virus software, hazardous materials,
poverty, poor governance
Threat – Anything that can exploit a vulnerability, intentionally or accidentally, and obtain,
damage, or destroy an asset. Potential harm that can come to a system. A threat can be
intentional or unintentional, internal or external.
Hazards are the dormant object which have the potential to be a threat.
Ex– natural disasters, cybercrime, disease, computer viruses, accidents, incompetence
Impact – The effect of the threat on the asset.
Impact can be assessed in a variety of ways. Some of the most common methods use
numeric scale, assign percentages for computation, or use a basic color coding scale.
Visual #1: Impact Scale Example
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Probability – The likelihood that a threat will occur. The probability of threat is based on the
exposure length, amount, and frequency. Something generally innocuous could be
dangerous if the exposure is abnormally high.
Probability can be assessed in a variety of ways. Some of the most common methods
use numeric scale, assign percentages for computation, or use a basic color coding scale.
Visual #2: Probability Scale Example

http://samanthamaths8x.blogspot.com/2015/11/probability.html

Risk – an assessment which factors in the impact and probability of a threat exploiting a
vulnerability of an asset. Some people look at it as a combination of threats,
vulnerabilities, and assets (Risk = Threats + Vulnerabilities + Assets) where if you are
missing one of those components you nullify your risk. Risk is the intersection of assets,
vulnerabilities and threats.
Visual #3: Risk = Vulnerability + Threat + Asset

Other experts use the mathematical equation Risk = Threat x Vulnerability x
Consequence/Impact. The idea being that if the impact or consequence is likely to be
nothing or close to nothing, then the risk will be rendered almost nothing and can be
disregarded.
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The reality is that it’s more conceptual than a true formula. To understand the risk to an
asset requires judgment and subjectivity. It is helpful to create a basic metrics to help
standardize analysis, though. Therefore, CPT recommends creating a rating system for
impact and probability to apply to threats on an asset(s) based on current vulnerabilities
using the Impact x Probability Chart or Formula model.
Visual #4: Probability x Impact Chart

For this chart, impact is measured on the x axis and probability on the y. Using both
probability and impact, the chart shows the level of risk associated with threats.
Organizations should address those threats that present high and medium risk. It is
possible to create a more detailed risk scale between “Low” and “High” to distinguish
better between risk.
Visual #5: Probability x Impact Formula

Similar to the Probability x Impact Chart above, this formula rates those with higher
numerical values as higher risk. The color coding helps to reinforce that. While it does
not completely mirror the Probability x Impact Chart, it shows similar rankings and risk.
Controls – A practice, policy, procedure, method, or device which is employed to mitigate or
nullify risk.
Ex‐ Fire lock box, fence with locked gate, protective policies, training, first aid kit
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Child “Protection” Safeguarding Policy – Often known as child protection policies within the
United States, child safeguarding policies are policies for protecting children from risks
and procedures for how to handle an incident if a child is put at risk or harmed.
Emergency or Security Plan – A policy which outlines the procedures and protocol for dealing
with an emergency or security threat. The plan should address what steps to take and
when to take them for incidents such as political unrest, natural disaster, missing
person, car accident, medical emergency, etc. It provides well thought out plans and
benchmarks for action when employees or volunteers might not be able to think clearly.
The plan may include safeguards for mitigating harm, such as registering with an
embassy when outside of the home country and carrying travel insurance.
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Part 2: Risk
There are many ways to mitigate and address risks. For organizations that work with children, it
is important to have a Child Protection Safeguarding Policy and an Emergency or Security Plan.
The Emergency/Security Plan is more general than the Child Protection Safeguarding Policy
which is specific to children and interpersonal abuse.
Emergency/Security Plans provide a protocol for actions to be taken in the case of situations or
alerts such as large scale as a natural disasters, political unrest, or epidemics or as small scale as
a death or medical evacuation. Most emergencies happen quickly and allow little or no time for
planning. Emotions can be running high, communication may be impaired, and information
might be scarce. Having a well‐thought‐out plan in place, while it may not be perfect, will
create the best chance of positive outcomes for everyone involved.
Therefore, the two worksheets below will be focused in terms of threats on those two issues. If
your organization has other needs, this can help you think about them as well, however, you
may need to create a different worksheet specific to those needs for writing those policies in
order for threats to be broken down into smaller more specific issues to be addressed by the
specific person or department where the threats are relevant. [Ex‐ financial and technology
risks]
Additionally, it is important to remember that, even within your organization, not all threats
pose the same risk to:
 populations
 locations
 programming areas
You will need to consider each threat in terms of the various groups that will be impacted as
well as evaluating the impact and probability of each threat when giving a rating.
Table 1 in the appendix contains a chart listing examples of Assets, Vulnerabilities, Threat
Actors, and Threats. Please remember that these lists are not exhaustive.
Child Protection Safeguarding
This is for looking at specific threats to children which cause harm and prevent them from
thriving. This looks at everyday situations.
Please see Worksheet 1: Child Safety Risk Assessment in the Appendix for additional assistance
evaluating these risks.
Security or Emergency
This examines emergencies and security concerns which may arise and threaten your
organization and its assets – adults, children, finances, property, & information.
Please see Worksheet21: Security & Emergency Risk Assessment in the Appendix for
additional assistance evaluating these risks.
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Part 3: Creating Controls
Controls address risk by reducing the impact of a negative outcome. Impact is reduced through
4 strategies:
 Avoidance: eliminate cause of risk ‐‐ the vulnerability, asset, or threat
 Mitigation: reduce risk probability and impact (ex‐ safety gear, restricted access,
training)
 Acceptance: contingency plan for risks which include:
o preparedness (ex‐ first aid kits, emergency funds, practice drills, training)
o prediction & warning systems (ex‐ State Department SMART Traveler
registration, natural disaster warning system)
o protocols (ex‐ emergency or security plan, child protection safeguarding policy,
financial or information protection policy)
 Transference: have a third party take on the responsibility for risk (ex‐ contract,
outsource, insurance)
Table 2 in the Appendix offers examples of possible controls. Please remember that the lists
are not exhaustive.
When creating a protocol, run the most likely scenarios to test the robustness and usefulness of
the plan. Create a plan to handle communication, decision‐making, safety, and loss that can be
adapted to whatever emergency arises. Provisions specific to a risk can be included but as an
addendum to a strong basic protocol or policy.
Multiple threats acting simultaneously or in rapid succession can create more impact or risk
than one occurring in isolation. Similarly, one threat may cause a new vulnerability and a
cascading chain of events.
Ex.‐ Election violence may lead to property damage due to increased lawlessness
from civil strife and reduced ability of government of government services such as
police. Resulting property damage or riots causes banks to close, medical access to
limited or obstructed, and supplies to be limited or unavailable. Now low threat
disease and medical conditions become medium or high risks.
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Appendix
1)
2)
3)
4)

Table 1: Assets, Vulnerabilities, Threats, and Risks
These are examples, not an exhaustive list.
Worksheet 1: Child Safety Risk Assessment
Worksheet 2: Security & Emergency Risk Assessment
Table 2: Controls
These are examples, not an exhaustive list.
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Table 1: Assets, Vulnerabilities, Threats, and Risk
These are examples, not an exhaustive list.
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Worksheet 1: Child Safety Risk Assessment
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Worksheet 2: Security & Emergency Risk Assessment
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Table 2: Controls

These are examples, not an exhaustive list.
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